[The role of hormones and types of food behavior in the development of metabolic syndrome].
To investigate the role of hormones and the types of FB in the development of morbid obesity (MO), to develop a treatment policy for MO to examine the diagnostic predictive value of the FB hormones and FB modifications. Were investigated 67 patients: 28 (42%) males and 39 (58%) female aged 18 to 60 years under the scheme: medical history, questionnaire on the questionnaire SF-36, score types of FB, the study of the anthropometric data (OT/OB, BMI), the definition of the FB hormones with subsequent control of BMI, OT/OB dynamics, types and FB hormones. In patients older than 50 years were dominated abdominal FB, in patients younger than 50 years - all three types of FB in approximately equal proportions. After the decline in MT was observed pattern between the FB modification and age of the patient. There was an increase of leptin and ghrelin and decrease in serotonin at all three types of FB. After weight correction was a decreased leptin, ghrelin, and increased serotonin, but the achievement of normal numbers are not marked. The paradoxical result is related to a violation of reciprocal relations of hormones. In patients with MO FB hormone levels (Leptin, Ghrelin) elevated to normal values, reduced levels of serotonin, there is an infringement of their reciprocal correlations. The approach to patients should be lengthy and complex, involving multidisciplinary team aimed at FB correcting the with the rejection of improper food stereotype. In the treatment of MO must used different methods: reducing diet, physiotherapy effects, drug therapy and their combination with the selection of individual programs, taking into contraindications account. For the above techniques inefficiency is necessary to use surgical treatment. Correction of FB in patients older than 50 years is the most difficult task (due to the presence of concomitant diseases). Necessary to draw attention and to start treatment at a young age.